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all in all, cloudy with a chance of meatballs 2 is a throwback to the early days of cgi animation, when the medium was used to tell silly stories. it feels like the brothers rush needed to make their first feature, and thats pretty darn good. cloudy with a chance of meatballs 2 (pg) - peter lord and chris miller direct this sequel to the 2009 hit,
which was based on the book by ron and judi barrett and is inspired by the story of the same name by judith and garfield reeves-stevens. cloudy with a chance of meatballs 2 isn't just a follow-up, however. it's essentially a sequel of sorts to the first film, which was based on the original story. it picks up shortly after the end of the original

film, with the island of swallow falls still not sure what to do about all the chaos caused by its citizens abuse of its fldsmdfr, a device created by budding inventor flint lockwood (hader) that's capable of creating food out of water. cloudy with a chance of meatballs 2 begins as young inventor flint lockwood (bill hader) is invited to work
with his idol, chester v (will forte) at the live corp company. this is a place of innovation, which aims to improve human life through scientific design. the company has been asked to clean up an island after a food storm caused by flints most recent invention, which aimed to turn water into food. in fact, it caused food to come to life in the
form of creatures known as foodimals. a cautionary tale about consumerism and the trouble of living in a world of overabundance, cloudy with a chance of meatballs felt a little out of touch with the times when it appeared just one year into the fresh economic crisis of 2009. a loose adaptation of judi and ron barretts venerable childrens
book, it became a sizable hit anyway, no doubt in part because kids dont need timely metaphors in order to enjoy a movie. co-written and co-directed by first-time feature directors phil lord and chris miller, cloudy with a chance of meatballs offered plenty to enjoy. the visuals are simple and appealing. the gags are cleverlike a monkey

named steve, whose computer-assisted ability to speak (with the voice of neil patrick harris) only revealed he was mostly interested in eating. and the emotional elements are nicely brought to life by a voice cast that includes bill hader, james caan, and anna faris.
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the food of the first film is still present, but mostly in the food stuffs of the humans. its clearly supposed to be a food-creature, but when theres a really high-profile news story being written about the island, its the food that gets the airtime. and in that light, chester and his crew arent at all a villain, but instead are a giant corporation that
is trying to make a profit off of a natural disaster. theres a lot of corporate name-dropping in the film, from the time of the first film when they say a major corporation has kidnapped flints family and is holding them hostage. heres another: who is live corp anyway? and theres an incredible amount of corporate-speak in the film. every

time flints trying to talk about what its like to be a kid again, someone interrupts him with, and i quote, "i guess we all get older, you know, you lose your innocence. it happens to all of us. we gotta make a buck..you gotta grow up sometime, you know? its part of life. its part of growing up." there are so many of these moments of
corporate speak that it feels like theyre trying to force the idea of growing up into the film. its one of the biggest problems with the film, theres a constant undercurrent of "growing up" that seems to be something that the other characters dont seem to understand. the best parts of the film, however, are when flint is talking to his friends

and family about being a kid again and he tells a bunch of jokes. those scenes are completely free of corporate-speak and are the most enjoyable moments in the film. the first film had a lot of problems with its characters. most of them were written by a writer that didnt really know much about kids and therefore came up with really
goofy and inconsistent jokes. for example, the way kids are written in the film is so inconsistent that theyre either super-bubbly, super-bratty, or super-sweet. they also had no real chemistry between the characters, which is a really important thing to have in a kid film. and the most important thing of all, that they wrote a main

character as a woman even though heres a movie with a pretty clear female lead. but for a sequel, it really needs to get rid of all of the problems the first film had. it needs to get rid of the goofy-jokes writers and get somebody who does know kids a lot. 5ec8ef588b
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